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Preface
Since the successful introduction of ER617 (mapfueler), the first miniature fuel
injection controller in 1990, we have developed the next generation of con-
troller to meet the requirements of the more demanding users.
The  new MF2 has a wide range of applications, fuel injection, water injection
and boost control.   One major improvement is the addition of an extra di-
mension  to the map. 3-D mapping is now possible when interfacing the unit
with an external signal from an existing air metering sensor such as MAP, Hot-
wire and Throttle angle sensors. Cylinder selection is extended to 2-12 (vari-
able) and  RPM signals from unusal ignition systems can now be sensed.
Eleven on-board LEDs give instant visual indication of any problems that may
arise and  therefore faults can be identified quickly.
Water injection is now a widely accepted addition to high performance turbo
cars. The MF2 has highly sophisticated circuitry to interface with the ERL water
injection equipment. By relocating a jumper link on the board, water injection
circuitry is activated. When water jet blockage or water pump fault (loss of
water pressure) is detected, an on-board warning LED and external warning
device are activated.
With a few  additional components, boost pressure of a turbo car can be
mapped and controlled by the MF2.  Details are dicussed in this manual. Note
that boost pressure can only be controlled on the active part of the turbo
charger.
Please read this manual carefully; it contains vital information and advice,
essential to a reliable and successful installation.
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1.  Pump fault lamp  (water injection only)
This yellow lamp will activate only when water
injection link (5) is selected  and ERL water in-
jection equipment is used. It activates as soon
as the ignition is first turned on and if the system
is clear of faults. It should go out in 5-10 seconds.
For more details on faults, see Power up/ serv-
icing section B in this book (p.11).

2.  Input gain potentiometer
25 turns gives full pressure input gain (factory
preset at 12T) When used with manifold pres-
sure switch, no adjustment is required.

3.  RPM site indicator (2000-9000)
The LED lamps (x8) will activate when input
pulses from ignition coil reach the correct site as
indicated on the circuit board. It is used for visual
checking that the cylinder number is correctly
selected on the circuit board.

4.  RPM enrichment potentiometer
Eight half-turn potentiometers (clockwise for
more fuel) provides enrichment curve at
1000rpm intevals and are electronically interpo-
lated to give smooth change-over points. Fac-
tory preset at 1/4 turn.

5.  Water injection link ( W)
Use this link for ERL water injection equipment
only as important bi-directional diagnostic infor-
mation is communicated between the ER627
and ERL water injection equipment. For more
details, see Section B under Power up/final wir-
ing details  (page 13/14).

6.  Fuel injection pulse speed (F)
Link when used with normal fuel injectors. Re-
move for driving water injection and boost con-
trol solenoid valves.

7. Pressure input threshold  potentiometer
25 turns sets the full pressure input signal cut-in
point (factory preset at 12T). When used with
manifold pressure switch, no adjustment is re-
quired. More details on Page 4 (external inter-
face for 3-D)

8.  Pressure input threshold indicator
When the pressure input signal reaches the set  cut-in point, the lamp will
activate.

9. Variable cylinder number  potentiometer
25-turn potentiometer. Activated by linking cylinder selection pins marked ‘2’.
At fully anti-clockwise position, it will accept ignition signals from a two-cylinder
engine and at fully clockwise for a 12 cylinder engine. This facility is designed
specially to interface with unusal RPM signals from diesel, rotary and  multi-coil
distributorless systems.

10. Enable variable cylinder link
Linking this pin activates the variable cylinder number adjustment potentiometer.

11. Cylinder number selection pins
Preset link pins  for quick cylinder selection. Factory set for 4 cylinder engines.

12. Injection valve presence light
This  green lamp will activate only when an injection valve is activated and
connected. It is a useful diagnostic tool.

13. Cable loom input connector
9 way D-type connector to mate with three possible looms; fuel injection
(supplied- red hood), water injection (option-blue hood) and Boost valve (option-
yellow hood)
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Fuel injection loom (red hood)
For basic fuel injection configuration, the standard kit contains all necessary hard-
ware parts to drive up to two fuel injectors. Wiring details for low and high im-
pedance type injectors are discussed later in this section. Check all components are
present in the box before commencing installation. The standard kit should contain
the following parts:

Cable loom (red hood)  x1              (p/n 806651)
ER627 controller  x1  (p/n 806627)
Adjustable pressure switch x1        (p/n 806155)
ER627 user manual x1                   (p/n 806655)
Inline 10A fuse holder x1                 (p/n 806657)
Assortment of cable clips and hoods in bag
Fuel injector socket x1                   (p/n 806658)

Red
+12v power supply input. An in-line  5A fuse must be incorporated as there is no
short circuit protection circuitry on the  injector driver transistor.

Red/Brown
These wires go to the fuel injector socket. Red wire is the +12v power supply and
brown wire is the injector drive. Crimp terminals are supplied, make sure that the
bare wires are properly secured, check that there are no flared wire ends as these
might cause a short circuit.

Orange/Blue
These wires connect directly to the adjustable
pressure switch (installed in the inlet manifold,
vacuum side). Orange wire is the +5v regu-
larted supply and the blue wire  is the pressure
input signal wire. A rubber hood is supplied
with each switch, make sure that they are used
as these cables carry sensitive signals. Avoid
running these cables near the ignition coil and
any high current carrying cables.

Yellow
This cable goes to the ignition coil negative,
RPM pulses are picked up via this cable. As this
cable carries ignition coil switching pulses, do
not run this cable near the original ECU cable
loom as this might cause unnecessary inter-
ference. This cable can also be used to pick up
any RPM pulses generated by any ancillary de-
vice, ie alternator, crank sensor etc. if coil
negative is not available.

White/Black
The white cable is used to carry power (0v) to
the sensistive electronic circuitry onboard. It
must be earthed properly. It can be connected
together with the power earth cable (black),
provided that they are crimped together at the
very end of the run.  Make sure a good earth
(mininium 5A current carrying capacity) is
found, otherwise improper operation may occur.

Fig.3:  Permissible injector connection cofigurations

Wiring / installation
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Fig.2: Basic fuel injection wiring diagram
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Mapping fuel curves
The standard ER627 injector driver is capable of producing either a
simple 2-dimension or 3-dimension fuel map. The basic kit sup-
plied can form a stand alone 2-D system. Fuel injectors are not
included. If the unit is installed into a fuel injected engine, signals
from the existing pressure related or air flow sensors can be used
to form a 3-D mapping system.The method of achieving this will
be discussed in depth later in this section.

2-D mapping
2-D mapping  will give the user a basic knowledge of how the
system works. Variable duration pulses are fed to the injector as
soon as the manifold pressure reaches the pressure switch set-
ting. The amount of fuel injected is determined by the setting of
the RPM enrichment curve potentiometers (Fig.1-’4’).

Fig.4 A typical 2-D fuel map

Figure 4 shows a typical
fuel map. A curve of any
shape can be constructed
by  simple adjustment of
the RPM enrichment po-
tentiometers at each
RPM site (clockwise in-
creases fuel delivery).
The higher the curve, the
more fuel is injected. The
amount of fuel injected is
represented in percent-
ages terms, ‘0%’  being
fully shut injector and

‘100%’ fully open. It may seem that the intervals between each
RPM site are large, but the unit will interpolate two points giving a
smooth transition between the RPM sites.
There  are two other potentiometers onboard (figure:1- ‘2’ and ‘8’)
which are factory preset at 12T (25T full scale). These potenti-
ometers will be used for 3-D mapping. The Fuel injection pulse
speed (F) (figure:1-’6’) should be linked. The link next to it should
be unlinked (factory set).

Real time observation during injection
The unit is equipped with 10 coloured LEDs for checking if the
system is functioning correctly.
Eight of  the LEDs (figure: 1-’3’) are located directly underneath
each RPM enrichment adjustment potentiometer providing the
cylinder number is correctly selected. As the engine speed in-
creases, each LED should light up in turn matching the  rpm
reading of the tachometer on the dash board.

There is another red LED (figure:1-’8’) situated just below the
Pressure Input Threshold Potentiometer (figure: 1-’7’). This LED
will activate as soon as the pressure in the inlet manifold reaches
the set pressure on the adjustable pressure switch.
The green LED ( figure:1- ‘12’) activates when drive signals are
present at the injector. This LED will not activate unless either a
fuel injector or a solenoid valve is connected. A resistive load will
not activate the LED as it is designed to detect the ‘back EMF’ of
an inductive device.

Limitation of a  2-D map on turbo charged engine
A 2-D fuel map should satisfy most engine conversions providing
it is not too radical. Typical modification includes raising the stan-

dard boost pressure
on a turbo charged
engine and cylinder
head modifications
(large valves, cams,
etc). These can eas-
ily be accommo-
dated by the 2-D
map. In order to mini-
mise the limitation of

a 2-D map, care should
be taken when set-
ting the RPM enrich-
ment curve.

Fig.5: Boost curve of a turbo charged engine

Figure 5 is a typical boost map. A supercharger tends to build up
its boost curve progressively with engine speed. A turbo charger
follows a square law curve with boost pressure building up rapidly
when the speed of the compressor wheel approaches  it’s de-
signed operating range. During the manifold pressure change pe-
riod, matching the engine fuel requirements is very difficult. From
point ‘A’ to point ‘C’ of the turbo curve (shaded), pressure in-
creases nearly 4 times in a 1000 rpm increment. If point ‘B’ is the
manifold pressure switch threshold setting, fuel delivery will tend
to be lean above that point, and rich below that point. The 2-D map
can not  truly match the air mass intake until wastegate setting is
reached. This problem can be avoided if the manifold pressure
switch setting is set just below the wastegate setting (at point ‘C’)
rather at point ‘B’. Of cause this problem does not arise with the
super charged engines as fuel requirement is more predictable.
The next section will tackle the turbo charger problem area using
a 3-D map.

3-D fuel curve

Interfacing with sensors
In order to improve  the performance of the the previous 2-D
mapping, a new input must be introduced to enable the unit to
adequately construct a 3-D fuel curve. The RPM sites are already
effectively dealt with on the 2-D map giving 8 locations to  match
the volumetric efficiency of the engine.
If the previous fixed pressure switch signal is replaced by a signal
which will vary proportionally with either the pressure or the actual
air intake. The ER627 can utilise these signals to form a 3-D fuel
curve similar to that of the original management system. The
ER627 can accept an analogue voltage input (blue wire) of  0-5v
and most air mass sensors. A MAP sensor  (manifold absolute
pressure)  generates a voltage output of 0-5v proportional to
pressure sensed (figure 6).

Hot wire air sensors produce similar voltage output  proportional to
air flow and throttle angle sensors can also yield such output sig-
nals. The ER627 is equipped with a high impedance input circuit.
The pressure input wire can be spliced directly into any one of the
above mentioned sensors without affecting the original signal.

When the manifold pressure switch is replaced by a MAP sensor,
a 3-D map can now be generated (figure 7). The two horizontal

axes represent the RPM
and Boost sites and the
vertical axis denotes the
injection rate. The RPM en-
richment curve is set as
before, represented by the
darker shaded area on the
front face of the 3-D map.
As the boost pressure in-
creases (from front to back
on the boost axis), the en-
tire RPM enrichment curve
is shifted upwards progres-
sively with increase of
boost pressure. Similar

maps can be generated if the MAP sensor is replaced by other air
flow sensors providing their output voltage is between 0 and 5V.
Fig.6: A typical Map sensor output curve

Calibration and mapping

Setting up of two new adjustment potentiometers are necessary
to produce a 3-D fuel curve. The first one is the pressure
threshold potentiometer (figure 1-’7’), this sets the injection
starting point. When the pressure input signal reaches the
threshold voltage set by the adjuster (factory set at 3v),  according
to the table on figure 6, pressure signal of 3v is equivalent to 5 psi
above atmospheric pressure, so injection commences at that

point, the red LED
indicator also acti-
vates. The rate of
injection is set by
the second potenti-
ometer (figure1-’2’).
This input gain ad-
justment potenti-
ometer amplifies
the input signal so
injection rate can be
increased or de-
crease per unit of
boost.

Fig.7: Additional input signal  produces a 3-D fuel curve

Using throttle angle sensor
A throttle angle sensor  behaves slightly differently  from the MAP
and Hot-wire airflow sensors, since  the sensor output does not
represent  the true airflow until a steady flow is achieved. If a wide
open throttle angle is applied suddenly, the signal output will lead

the true airflow and  over injection will
result. This phenomenon is more ap-
parent on turbo charged engines be-
cause of turbo lag. To overcome this
problem, the blue sensing wire
should be connected via the adjust-
able manifold pressure switch This
arrangement will ensure that no in-
jection occurs until the manifold pres-
sure switch is triggered, see figure 8.

Fig.8: Improving a 3-D curve by add-
ing a manifold pressure sensor 8.

External interface for 3-D page 4



Power up procedures
Before turning on the ignition key, check all connections are se-
curely terminated. Unused wires should have their ends taped up
individually. Link F (fig. 1 -’6’) should be shorted and the  correct
cylinder number  selected (fig.1: ‘11’).  The correct wire loom
should be used, as identified by the coloured hood, red for fuel
injection, blue for water injection and yellow for other applications.
Earth wires should be as short as possible and  crimped to a ring
terminal and secured with a self-tapping screw to the chassis. The
red power wire should be fused with a 5A spade fuse.

Disconnect or crimp the fuel pipe to the injector so tests can be
carried out without flooding the engine. With the loom still con-
nected to the injector, switch the ignition on without cranking the
engine and check that no light activates . Proceed to start the
engine, once the engine is running,  wait 5-10seconds, bring the
engine speed up slowly and observe the red LED (RPM site
indicator).The LED should match up with the engine speed as in-
dicated on the tachometer in the dash board.

For 2-D map operation, shorting the manfold pressure switch
should trigger the Pressure input indicator (fig.1: -’8’). At the same
time, the green LED ( fig.1: - ‘12’) should be half lit , bring the
engine speed to 3000 and increase the RPM enrichment potenti-

ometer by turning it clockwise. The green LED should light up fully
immediately.  Further increasing the enrichment potentiometer
will not have any further effect on the brightness.  The green LED
will only light up when an injector or solenoid is connected.

If all the LEDs  give the correct indication, the installation is cor-
rect. Don’t forget to reinstate the fuel pipe!

System specifications:
(Fuel injection mode)

Voltage input: .......................................................  10.5-14.5V DC
Current: 
 system:  ................................................ 50mA DC(typ.)
 driver:  ................................................................ 4.5ADC
Blank-out voltage: ............................................................. 9.5VDC 
Switch-on delay:  ......................................................8sec.(typical)
Injection pulse duration:
 F (link): ..........................................................12ms (typ.)
 W (link):  .........................................................35ms (typ.)
Injection width: ...................................................................5-90%
Input signal range:
 pressure:   ........................................................0-5VDC
 rpm: ...............................................................2000-9000
 cylinder: ...................................................................2-12

Power up / system specificationspage 5

Fig:9: 2D and 3D wiring diagram

Water injection  applications

Introduction
Water injection was extensively used on turbo charged racing
car engines for many years. Ferrari was the first manufacturer
to apply the concept to its Formula One engine in 1982 and
by the following year, most Formula One engines were using
it. Peugeot and Renault used water injection in their rally cars
whilst Volvo used it in their car for the Touring car championship
a few years later. The latest in line is the 1994 Ford Escort
Cosworth fully equipped with a water injection system con-
trolled by its engine management system, and used primarily
to regulate inlet air temperature.

Due to the high specific heat content and latent heat of
evaporation of water makes an ideal coolant to be
injected into the engine to reduce  peak combustion
and inlet air temperature, thus controlling detonation
and induction air temperature.

The MF2 plus the basic ERL water injection upgrade kit,
which includes a high pressure water pump and sole-
noid valve, will make the MF2 into a fully functional
water injection system. The following  section deals
specifically  with the water injection applications.

Section B
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Fig. 10: Interfacing diagram of MF2/ERL water injection equipments

Wiring diagram of water injection loom (Blue)

Water injection parts list

Water injection system upgrade
We assume that you have already equipped yourself with the
water injection upgrade kit (p/n 806005ugk) from your supplier for
the MF2.  Alternatively a complete Water injection system 1s (p/n
806002) can be purchased independently.
The following list is for the complete water injection system2s.

Cable loom (blue hood)  x1                (p/n 806652)
ER627 controller * x1          (p/n 806628)
Adj. pressure switch (0.2-2 bar) * x1          (p/n 806155)
Water inj. manifold asmby. x1          (p/n 806200)
6-bar water pump (3-wire) x1          (p/n 806052)
0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 mm water jet (4mm)           (p/n 806302)
1.5M 6mm water pipe connector     (p/n 806266)
Stainless water filter (6mm) x1          (p/n 806255)
1.5 M 4mm natural nylon pipe            (p/n 806260)
LED warning light x1          (p/n 806277)
10A inline fuse assembly* x1         (p/n 806657)
15A inline fuse assembly x1          (p/n 806278)
Assortments of fasteners in bag x1 (---)

* not supplied in the WI upgrade kit

Water injection loom (blue hood)
The Water injection loom must be used for the upgrade, the
input/output signals carried by the wires are not compatible with
the fuel injection loom (red hood). The wire gauges used are also
different.

Red wire (0.5mm)
+12v power supply input. An inline  10A fuse must be incorpo-
rated as there is no short circuit protection circuitry on the  injector
driver transistor.

Red/Brown (0.3mm)
These wires go to the solenoid valve on the water injection mani-
fold. Red is the switched +12v and the brown is the driver wire.

Red/green (0.3mm)
These wires connect the dash-board warning LED for indication of
water injection fault. Red (+12vsupply) and green (driver wire 0.2A
max.). The green wire can also be used for additional warning
devices. Any inductive load voltage spikes (relay etc.) must be
properly clamped below 47v. For engines with electronic boost
control system, use this wire to disable high boost.

Blue/Orange (0.3mm)
These wires go directly to the adjustable pressure switch (inlet
manifold, vacuum side). A rubber hood is supplied wth each
switch, make sure that they are used as these cables carry sen-
sitive signals. Avoid running these cables along / near the  ignition
coil and any high current carrying cables. The blue wire is for
pressure signal. The orange wire is a +5v supply source for 2-D
mapping and not used on 3-D mapping. It must be protected with
insulation tape.

Yellow (0.3mm)
This cable goes to the ignition coil negative. RPM pulses are
picked up via this cable. As this cable carries ignition coil switch-
ing pulses, do not run this cable near the original ECU cable loom
as this may cause unnecessary interference. This cable can also
be used to pick up any RPM pulses generated by any ancillary
device, ie alternator, crank sensor etc, if coil negative is not
available.

Grey (0.3mm)
This is an important wire for the sensing of any faults  developed
by the water injection system. Make sure it is connected.

White(0.3mm) and Black (0.5mm)
The white cable is used for carrying power (0v) to the sensitive
electronic circuitry on board. It must be earthed properly. It can be
connected together with the power earth cable (black) provided
that they are crimped together at the very end of the run. Make
sure a good earth (mininium 5A current carrying capacity) is
found, otherwise improper operation may occur.

Configurating the MF2 for water injection
Refer back to Fig.1 (view of ER627
circuit board) on page 1 for setting
up the MF2 for water injection op-
eration mode. Remove the Fuel
injection  pulse  speed  jumper link
(figure1:-’6’, marked ‘F’) and re-
position it onto the pins next to it
marked ‘W’.  This will set the cor-
rect pulse rate for the solenoid
valve and activate the part of the
circuit on the MF2 to perform all
the diagnostic functions neces-
sary for the water injection opera-
tion.

Fig.11: Changing the jumper link

Wiring / installation for water injection
page 8



Road cars:

High pressure water injection pump
A 3-wire water pump  (4-bar) is supplied with the water injection
system upgrade kit (806002). This pump is specially designed by ERL
for water injection. The electronic circuit board within the pump
housing is enviromentally sealed and it possesses all the require-
ments demanded by a modern water injection system. The wires are
terminated into an 3-way AMP connector. Pin1 is the +12v power
feed to the pump, pin 2 is the control wire and pin 3 is the earth or 0v
connection. A 10A fuse must be connected inline with +12v feed.
The earth wire (green/yellow) must be securely fixed; a stainless
self-tapping screw is provided for this  purpose.

Water valve manifold assembly
The is a  vital part  of the water injection system as it serves as an
electro-mechanical valve for control of water flow. The drive signal to
the valve is sent from the MF2.  Either one of two spare pressure
ports can be used for the  remote pressure monitoring gauge. Along
the side of the solenoid valve, a 2-10bar pressure switch is incor-
porated to regulate static water pressure, it also sends pressure
signals to the MF2 and the water pump during injection. All ports are
fitted with 4mm ‘quick release’ push-in pipe connectors. All inlet
ports are interchangeable.

Stainless steel water filter
The filter must be fitted between the water tank and inlet of the
water pump. After a long period of service, it can be cleaned by
reversing the direction of flow which flushes   out any trapped par-
ticles.
Water jet installation
A range of atomising jets designed specially for water injection
coupled up with 4 bars of water pressure result in fine water parti-
cles. These are mixed with the incoming air, giving rise to an inter-
cooling effect before entering the engine.  The standard kit comes
with a 0.5mm size jet that will delivery approximately 150ml of water
per minute  at 4 bar. To maximise the effect of water injection, jets
can be installed in three main areas along the inlet tract (see A,B,C on
Figure10, page 7) depending on the application. The  water jet must
be angled at about 45 degrees to the vertical, pointing downwards.

By increasing the boost pressure, most road cars can increase power
by as much as 20% providing extra fuel is available to match the
pressure increase. For most road car installations the best result will

be achieved by positioning the nozzle close to the upstream of the
throttle body (see figure 10, ‘A’). Most of the water is fed into the
engine where it will effectively increase the volumetric efficiency of
the induction stroke. The cool air/water mixture enters the hot cyl-
inder (after exhaust stroke) causing  a  reduction of charge-air
temperature as some of the water evaporates. Cylinder filling is
effectively increased as cooler air is denser.

Highly modified road/rally car:
Cars with power increase at up to 100% or more should consider
installing the water jet at the exit chamber of the charge air inter-
cooler. In most cases, air temperature exiting the intercooler can
still be high due to either high ambient temperature or due to low air
speed through the front face of the intercooler (especially rally cars).
Introducing water early will substantially reduce the charge air
temperature earlier in the inlet tract. This type of installation should
have the injection point threshold adjusted relatively high on the
MF2 with  perhaps a manifold pressure of 1 bar or over before
commencement of water injection. This will ensure excess water
does not remain in the inlet tract.

Racing cars:
This is  simplest of the three installations. Water should be intro-
duced as early as possibe, the obvious place being on the up-stream
of the intercooler. There is little chance of water remaining in the
inlet tract as charge air speed will remain high during the race. This
installation takes full advantage of the specific heat and latent heat
of water.

Properties  of some common liquids
We compared the heat removal capabilities of various common
liquids during evaporation. Water has the highest latent heat of
evaporation, making it the ideal liquid for in-cylinder cooling and
detonation supression. We included the specific heat content of
each liquid and again water comes top on the list. Specific heat
mainly affects the intercooling property which is why on high power
engines, water could be used for reducing inlet air temperature.
Heat power is calculated based on the figures shown on the table
below. Heat power is in BHP and KW units making it easier to relate
to engine power output. According to the calculations, at an injec-
tion rate of 150ml/minute, water extracts almost 8 BHP equivalent
of heat energy during evaporation and this is  six times more ef-
fective than  gasoline.

Mapping
The water map differs a great deal from the fuel map. The
amount of fuel used is directly proportional to the quantity of air
introduced into the engine with a  normal ratio of approximately
15 : 1.  Water, on the other hand   does not follow a fixed ratio.
The main function of introducing water into the engine is to
utilise its ability to absorb heat during evaporation. This property
of water is superior to  other common liquids as shown on the
previous page.  Two applications  will be discussed below, in-
tercooling and supression of detonation.

Intercooling
The effect of intercooling is discussed earlier and the   amount of
water injected is greatly dependent on the ambient tempera-
ture, geomentry of the inlet tract and the power produced by the
engine. The air temperature exiting the turbo charger can reach
as high as 180 degree C depending on the boost pressure and
which part of the turbo map it is operated on. In most cases,
power increase is achieved by lifting the boost pressure and little
consideration is given to the ‘efficiency map’ of the turbo
charger. By increasing the boost pressure, the compressor
speed is increased and a temperture rise follows.  A 20% pres-
sure ratio rise  rarely gives more than a 10% power increase and
this   power increase is mainly confined to the mid range with
little increase at the top end.
By lowering the inlet air temperature, power gains can be ex-
pected even when the turbo charger is operating outside its
peak efficiency range. The loss due to high turbo discharge air
temperature at high engine speeds   can be compensated by the
effect of heat absorption properties of the water spray and re-
sultant change in charge air density thus increasing top end
power. Armed with  the information above, a suitable map can
be constructed for  your particular application.

Pre-ignition and detonation control
This section  deals with engines equipped with a proper system
upgrade, a matched turbo charger,  a larger inlet tract and larger
air/air intercooler to obtain higher power increases.
Detonation occurs when the combustion chamber is at  a high
enough temperature and pressure or the auto-ignition point of
the mixture is reached.  The entire mixture is spontaneously
ignited producing extreme high pressure and temperature
peaks.  If these conditions persist, piston crowns can melt and
cause engine failure. Water can prevent the occurrence of these
destructive conditions to occur and  it’s role can be explained in
a few steps. High temperature cylinder walls are cooled by the
incoming fuel/water/air mixture immediately after the exhaust
stroke, due to the latent heat of evaporation of water. This de-
creases the charge air temperature thus giving rise to improved

volumetric efficiency of the engine. Further evaporation of wa-
ter reduces the in cylinder temperature prior to ignition, mini-
mizing  the possibility of pre-ignition caused by glowing deposits
left from the previous combustion cycle. During combustion,
the water  plays its most useful part;  heat is absorbed  during
evaporation smoothing out the unevenness of the heat distri-
bution  in the remaining mixture thus preventing the onset of
detonation.
Water employed for this function should be mapped to give
maximum injection rate  at the point where the engine produces
peak torque not peak power.

Knock detection
‘Engine knock’ is a general term describing abnormal combus-
tion phenomenon; it produces  a sharp metallic noise audible to
the human ear.
At medium engine speed, the human ear can detect knock quite
easily but when engine speed increases the back ground noise
also increases, making detection of knock more difficult. Car
manufacturers use  a sensor called an accelerometer which is
basically a high frequency microphone. Electronic engine man-
agement systems use the signal produced by the sensor and
detect knock and although the processes vary in complexity,
they are generally quite reliable.
For aftermarket conversion and engine upgrade, knock detec-
tion by the human ear is unreliable, since when the knock be-
comes audible to the human ear, it is already quite severe. A
simple device can be made easily by using readily available ma-
terials that give very reliable results. Figure13 below shows a
drawing of how  such a  device can be made.

Fig.13: A simple knock listening
device

Press one end of a thin walled
13mm metal tube (preferably
brass) together and drill a
10mm hole in the occluded
end of the tube. Insert a long
rubber tube into the other end
of the tube and connect it to a
stethoscope. The rubber pipe
should be long enough to reach the passenger seat and  knock
listening can be done in comfort. Bolt the pressed end of the
brass tube to the cylinder head and lead the rubber tube away from
the area of heat.
With this arrangement, knock can be detected very early.
Loudness of engine noise can be reduced by squeezing the
rubber tube.

  Specific heat                    Latent heat    Boiling point                   *Heat power   
    (kJ/kg.K)    (kJ/kg)     deg.C   BHP (kW)

Water    4.18    2256     100  7.58 (5.65)
Methanol   2.51    1109      65  3.73 (2.78)
Ethanol    2.43      904      78  3.04 (2.26)
Gasoline      2.02         350    27-227  1.18 (0.87)

  *Calculated based on full evaporation of injection rate of 150g/minute. (150g=150ml H
2
0)
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Fig.14: A fully functional water map

The diagram above shows a 3-D water map, giving a maximum
water delivery rate of 65% at an input voltage between 2.5v to
5v. The starting point is set at 3.5V at the pressure input  po-
tentiometer. This is equivalent to approximately a 7psi pressure
reading from a 2-bar map sensor (see Fig.6, p4).

On the RPM axis (left to right, see Figure.14), we can see the
shape of the curve is mapped according to a typical requirement

of  a turbo-charged engine. Between
2000-4000 rpm, water is injected at a
relatively low rate; this is to compen-
sate charge air temperature increase
due to high ambient temperature (This
varies between seasons and countries).

The axis covering from front to back
shows the pressure input variations
from a 2-bar MAP sensor. The front part
of the axis is the low end of the pres-
sure input signal. Pressure signals be-
low 2.5v are omitted since this covers
the vacuum range.  At 3.5V along the
axis, which is equivalent to approxi-
mately 7psi, the input pressure signal
reaches the minimum pressure setting
of the  threshold potentiometer and
water injection starts. As seen from the
same point, injection rate follows the
RPM axis (left to right), injecting at a
relatively low rate between 2000-9000
rpm apart from a slight increase be-
tween 4000-6000 rpm.

As the pressure signal increases, the
‘injection rate %’ along the RPM axis is also increased. This is
the product of the two variables, thus forming the basis of a 3-D
map.

The last  potentiometer, the ‘pressure input gain potentiome-
ter’  completes the mapping capabilities of the MF2. This po-
tentiometer sets the steepness of increase of the injection rate
against the input signal. Effectively it increases the overall wa-
ter delivery per unit of pressure.

N.B. Too much water may result in over cooling and cause
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Pre power-up procedures
This section will set out a simple way of setting up the MF2 prior
to power up. Please follow the step by step procedures carefully
as incorrect cabling may result in permanent damage to the
equipment, especially the water pump.

Step1- MF2 circuit board
Rotate all RPM enrichmant potentiometers (4) fully anticlock-
wise (off position). Set the input gain potentiometer ‘2’
(25Tmax.) at  12 turns clockwise from starting position, starting
point can be set by turning the potentiometer anti-clockwise 25
turns or over.   Set the pressure input threshold potentiometer
‘7’ (0-5v, 25Tmax.)  at 18 turns clockwise from starting point,
just over two thirds, this should equate to input pressure
threshold of 3.3v  approximately equal to 8 psi of a 2-bar MAP
sensor.
Remove jumper link from programming pins ‘F’ (6) and reposi-
tion to programming pins ‘W’ (5). This will activate the circuitry
for water injection within the MF2, including the remote and
onboard ‘pump fault lamp’ (1).  The cylinder selection jumper link
should  be put in the appropiate pin slot. The blue cable loom
must be used for this application.

Step2- Water pump and manifold
The water pump and manifold (water value
assembly) must be primed before the blue
loom is plugged into the MF2. This is done
by loosening   any one of the blanking plugs
from the manifold, connecting the water
pump loom to the manifold assembly and
turning  the ignition switch on. The water
pump should start immediately and if the
pump experiences any difficulties in draw-
ing the water from a remote or low level
water tank then assistence should be given
by manually priming the water pipe until wa-
ter is within a few inches from the inlet of
the pump.   Do not be alarmed if this  hap-
pens; since the water pump  may have been
left dry for a long period, there is no water
inside the pump to assist the sealing of the
pumping mechanism (air is not a good seal).
Once priming of the pump is completed, let
it run on for 10-20 seconds to purge any
debris in  the system.  The blanking plug

should now be tightenned and the pump should stop immedi-
ately. Check at the same time that there is no leak on any of the
pipe connections. Turn the ignition switch off.

Step3- Water jet
Still with the blue loom un-connected use a short length of
4mm pipe and couple it to the water jet. Make sure the jet is
removed from the engine. Put the jet into an empty clear glass
bottle. Undo one of the blanking plugs on the manifold and re-
place it with the spare 4mm pipe connector and couple it to the
water jet assembly. Switch on the ignition  (do not start the
engine), the pump should now deliver water through the jet.
Observe the spray pattern of the jet, make sure it describes a
conical shape. Allow the water to flow for a few seconds to clear
any small particles left in the water pipe. If debris is left in the jet,
the spray pattern will be affected. The jet should be disassem-
bled and cleaned (take care that the fibre seal is not damaged by
over tightening in its damped state).

Turn the ignition switch off.  Reinstate the water jet to the en-
gine. Proceed to the next section if all above steps follow the
functions described above.

Preparation for power  up page 12

Fig.15: ER627 (MF2) Circuit board
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Power up procedures and final wiring
At this final stage of the water injection installation procedure, a minor variation on the wiring  needs to be clarified for 3-D mapping. If
using the 2-D mapping application use the diagram on page 7, figure 10.

Ckecking the MF2 circuit board functions (2-D and 3-D, ref. Fig.12)
Connect the blue loom to the MF2, uncover the lid and  establish visual contact with all the on-board LEDs. Assuming
all the wires go to the correct location, the yellow LED (1)  should activate prior to starting the engine.  Once the engine is running, the
yellow LED should remain on for 5-10 seconds  before going out and this  indicates that  the  system is ready and clear of faults.  Apply
gentle pressure to throttle paddle and  as the engine speed builds up, observe the on-board row of red LEDs (4)  which indicate the
correct RPM site against the car’s tachometer.  Proceed to step 2 if the MF2 behaves as described above.

Vaiation1 - MF2 and Pressure switch check  (2-D mapping only , ref. Fig.12)
Leaving the engine on.  Detach the rubber cap on the adjustable pressure body so the electrical terminals are
exposed. Use a short link of unused wire, strip off the insulation at  both ends leaving about 5mm of bare wire.  If
the MF2 is installed inside the car,  position the MF2 in such a way that the lamps on the circuit board can be
observed from the engine bay. Shorting across the pressure switch terminals (orange/blue) should cause the ‘Input
pressure threshold’ lamp(8) to activate. At the same time, the green ‘inject’ LED(12) should flicker; if it does not,
check the connection to the water valve. If 2-D mapping is adequate for the application, skip the next three
paragraphs.  The entire installation is completed except programming the RPM enrichment potentiometers
(2000-9000 rpm), see page 3 for 2-D mapping details.

Variation2 - MF2 and Throttle and Pressure switch wiring (3-D mapping only, ref. Fig.12)
Switch the engine and ignition off. Make sure that the orange wire connected to one side of the pressure
switch is disconnected and properly  taped up and the blue wire is still in position.  Make up a new piece
of wire (blue if possible) with a spade receptor crimped on one end.  Push the spade receptor into the
spare pressure switch terminal,  thread it through the rubber cap and run it  towards the throttle angle
sensor.  Splice the blue wire into the centre leg of the throttle position sensor.
Switch the ignition on and wait for 5-10 seconds or until the yellow light goes out. Short out the pressure
switch terminals while opening the throttle manually. The ‘Input threshold LED’(8)  should  come on at
about 2/3 throttle opening, the green ‘inject’ LED (12) should also activate.  If all is well, switch engine off,
remove short on the pressure switch thus completing the installation.

Variation3 -  MF2 and MAP sensor wiring (3-D mapping only, ref. Fig12)
Switch engine and ignition off. Check and make sure the blue wire from the loom is removed from the pressure
switch,  splice the blue wire to the signal output pin of the MAP sensor. Switch the ignition on, disconnect Map
sensor pipe to the engine inlet manifold and connect to a gauged hand pump. Make sure that the pressure
applied does not exceed the Map sensor sensing range otherwise permanent damage may occur. Apply ap-
proximately 10-12 psi of pressure and the input threshold lamp(8)  should activate, confirming the correct MAP
sensor signal is being picked up by the MF2. Release the pressure of the hand pump and the lamp should go off.
Reinstate the MAP sensor pipe to the original place. This completes the checking of the MF2/MAP sensor
interface and the installation.  Note: All looms comes with +5v supply to the sensor (orange), and 0v (white) the
netive supply of the sensor.

Variation4 - MF2 and Hotwire airflow sensor (3-D mapping only)
This  entails the same connection configuration as the MAP sensor except the ‘input pressure threshold’ and the ‘input gain’ potenti-
ometers have to be recalibrated.  Power up procedure is the same as for the MAP sensor.

Final system diagnostic circuitry  checks:
By now, all wires and pipes should be correctly connected and the loom plug firmly pushed into the MF2. It is time to check that
the diagnostic circuitry (yellow LED) is functioning properly. The following  list of tests  should now be  followed for testing that the
diagnostic  circuitry  is working. Make sure that all equipment is easily accessable.

N.B. Tests carried out  with stationary car

1. Turn the ignition on, not the engine:
 a.  Water pump starts to pressurise the water valve assembly
 b. Yellow LED comes on for 5-10 second.
2. Yellow LED off:
  Water valve should reach operating pressure (4bar +) and the water pump will stop.
3. Loosen the blanking plug on water valve manifold until water leaks out:
 Water pump should start immediately.
4. Tighten the blanking plug to the water valve manifold:
 Water pump stops.
5. Loosen the blanking plug again until water leaks out at  a  reasonably fast rate:
 Water pump starts up and runs continuously until the yellow LED comes on after  5-10
 seconds later, the pump stops.
6. Tighten the blanking plug to the water valve manifold:
 The water pump should remain inactive. The yellow LED remains active.
7. Turn the ignition off for  a minimum of 10 seconds, switch on again:
 This  resets the yellow light and the system. The system is
now ready again.

These tests (fault detection circuitry) should be repeated every few
months or so, especially if the system is left idle for long periods. Always
check for water jet blockage, if water injection is used solely for detona-
tion suppression. The diagnostic circuitry can detect blocked water jets
during full injection (Yellow LED activated). Partially blocked jets can
sometime be detected  but the system may be confused if a wrong size
water jet is fitted.  By clamping  the pipe between the nozzle and the
water jet, this part of the diagnostic function can be checked during a
road test. Finally, the green wire (to external yellow LED) can also be
used to send system fault signals to a third party electronic control sys-
tem (fault=0v, 100mA maximum)) to either reduce the boost pressure or
increase ignition timing to compensate for the loss of water.  Installing a
water level sensor in the water tank is recommended for road cars.

Fig.19: Schematic wiring diagram of the MF2

Conclusion:
You have now installed the world’s smallest (thanks to surface mount technology) and most sophisticated water injection system.
Do not be tempted to modified the standard system, the maximum range of water jet size for the system is 0.4mm to 0.5mm.
Operation outside these limits will confuse the system and give erratic operation; the water pump is a ‘constant delivery rate’ type
and increasing jet size will only lead to reduction of injection pressure.  The maximum delivery rate of the water pump is about
160cc/mimute at 4 bars, more than adequate for engine up to 500BHP. Should you require more water, use two pumps.
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System specifications:
(water injection mode)

System:
Voltage input: 10.5-14.5VDC
Current  input: 50mA DC (typ.)
Cut-out voltage: below 9.5V DC
Switch-on delay: 5-8sec.
Engine speed: 2000-9000 rpm
Cylinder selection: 2-12

Injection section:
Pulse duration:
 F (linked): 12ms (typ.)
 F (Un-linked): 75ms (typ.)
Pulse width: 5-90%
Output current: 4.5ADC max.
Inductive load:   20mH max. 

Pressure input signal range:
Pressure (pin3): 0-5V DC
Engine speed : 2000-9000 RPM
 

Pressure switch
Electrical contacts:
 voltage: 50VDC
 current:  0.5ADC
 inductive load: 0.25A
Adjustment range:
 806155:  0.2-2bar (NO)
 806157:  0.2-2bar (NC)
 806162:  2-10bar  (NO)

note: NO=Normally opened contacts
  NC=Normally closed contacts

Diagnostic section:
Pulse input range: 0-100% PWM
Water pressure signal: 0-8v (2-10bar)
Warning light output: 12v (sw-)
Warning light current: 100mA max.

Water pump (806052):
Voltage input: 12v-14.3v (typ.)
Current drain (standby): 10mA
Current drain (active): 8-12A (avg.)
Control input: 0-12v @5mA (digital)
Delivery: 160cc /minute @ 4bar

Water manifold (806200):
Pressure switch: 2-10bar (806162)

Solenoid valve type: poppet
Solenoid valve orifice: 1.6mm
Solenoid switch current:
 1.2A (6v, 806232)
 0.8A (12v, 806239)
Solenoid respond time:
 on: 4.5ms (typ.)
 off: 2.3ms (typ.)

Manifold ports:
 input: 4mm ‘quickfit’ type
 output: 4mm ‘quickfit’ type
 body:1/8 BSP

Physcial dimensions:
Dimensions: see drawings below
Weight:
 MF2: 138g
 Water valve manifold: 296g
 Water pump: 997g
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MF2 injector driver              Water valve manifold (806200)                  Water pump (806050)

Fig.20:  Water injection equipments, all dimensions in mm

This last section describes the other
possible use of the MF2 and its associ-
ated equipment as  a simple mapped
boost controller; using just a few addi-
tional parts, a fully electronic in-car
turbo boost controller can be made very
easily.
Although this manual is solely dedi-
cated to the MF2, we are adding a
page describing how to make a simple
water injection system by using the ERL
3-wire high pressure water pump.
The rest of the manual contains further
technical information about the system,
useful for diagnostic and servicing pur-
poses.
Finally, we hope that you find this
booklet helpful  and enjoy trouble free
motoring for years to come.

Section C
Other applications
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Introduction
This page details a simple water injection system without using
the MF2, since water injection does not have to follow a fixed
ratio like the air/fuel mixture, water will only be required at a
certain engine operating range.
This simple system has all the advantages of a full blown sys-
tem, but without the complexity of wiring and mapping. By
changing the nozzle size (hence the delivery rate), a wide range
of engine sizes can be accommodated. The negative side of the
system is the lack of refinements compared with  the MF2
system eg. fault  diagnostic abilities and delivery rate control.

Application limitations
This system can cope with cars which only need water to sup-
press detonation. As mentioned on previous sections, some
engines on certain application  do not have to endure all the
punishment required on race track conditions. A modified road
car occasionally suffers from detonation problems because the
simplest way to gain power is to increase the boost pressure,
sometimes without modifying the fueling and ignition curves. In
most cases substantial power increase can be obtained with the
right operating conditions, but these conversions will run into
detontion problems in high ambient air temperatures, especially
when accelerating hard out of a long slow traffic jam. During
these conditions, water injection is extremely useful to cool the
engine internally until the car attains a reasonable speed so air
can contribute to the standard cooling system. When installing

the simple water injection system, the trip-in point  of the
pressure switch for this application should be just below the
maximum boost pressure so consumption of water is relatively
low. Only occasional checking of the water tank  is necessary.

The second application for this simple system is ideal for track
racing cars. As water need only be topped up before the race
starts,  the water tank need only carry enough water for the
race, as water consumption is predictable. Care should be taken
to choose the correct water jet size to suit the ambient tem-
perature. Another consideration would be replacing the nozzle
for each race as these cars are rarely used between races and
blockage can occur.

Choosing the Water jet size
As the water delivery rate cannot be regulated without the MF2,
the only way it can be metered is by installing different size
water jets. A table is  provided below for this purpose, the figure
is based on the ERL 3-wire “race” water pump (806052).

Size                  Rate               Pressure

0.4               180ml/m              10 bar
0.5               225ml/m               9 bar
0.6               250ml/m               8 bar
0.7               280ml/m   7 bar
0.8                 295ml/m                6 bar
0.9                 310ml/m                5 bar
1.0                 320ml/m              4.5 bar 
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Fig.22: Wiring diagram for a simple water injection system

System 2c Water injection System

System2C for the professionals
This newly developed system is designed solely for users
equipped with their own ECU so he can program his own water
injection map. This system is being used by six out of the seven
World Rally Championship teams during the year 2001.

The system provides a pre-pressurised water line  up to 8 bars
and the flow rate is metered by our latest High Speed Valve
(HSV). This inline valve is made of high grade Stainless steel and
capable of  achieving a cycling rate of over 250Hz.

The picture on top shows the basic set-up for the system.  The
water line is pressurised upon start-up and  the unit automati-
cally switches off the water pump when the line pressure
reaches the pre-determined  pressure switch setting (4-10 bars)
in the manifold;  as soon as the inline valve opens, the water
pump starts up again and retains the line pressure within the
system.  The inline valve is directly driven  by the third party
ECU where custom water maps can be programmed.

There is however a small detail worth noting; there is no provision
for fault detection such as the system running dry or a  blocked
jet etc as in system2s (in-built).

Electrical pulses on the  centre pin of water pump  can be used to
determine the  status of the system in real-time, the output signal
is directly proportional to
the flow of the system.
This signal can be config-
ured to either digital or
analogue type by the use
of a simple resistor and
capacitor network.  ERL
will assist any user re-
garding how this system
can best be utilised for
their particular applica-
tion if you would like to
contact us.
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General description
When the water flow rate is in excess of 330cc/minute and one water pump is no longer adequate for the application. We have online
an example how this can be overcome.

 One way of achieving the demand without loosing water pressure is to employ two piston pumps.

The above diagram shows a custom system used on a 900bhp drag racing car, two pumps and two anti-surge arrestors ensure plenty
of water at high pressure. A total of eight water jets with checkvalve (806-249) completes the set up for multipoint injection.

The water delivery rate is mapped  and driven by a Motec M8 ECU.

As mentioned before, let us know what you want and we can always put a system together that suit your needs.

GUARANTEE
ERL guarantees, at our option, to replace faulty
goods supplied or repair the same, subject to the
claim made in writing to us within 12 months after
the sale by us, or for such other period as may be
indicated by us for specific products in lieu of any
warranty or condition implied by law as to the
quality or fitness for any particular purpose of the
goods.

Any claim against us must be made to us in writing
within the period of 12 months after the sale by us
, or our agents, or our distributors of goods in
question (or such other period as may be indicated
by us) and any goods to which the claim relates
must be returned to us within that period suitably
packaged and cleaned and, with any particular in-
structions which we may have notified to you at
the time of supply. Original invoice, the nature of
any claimed defect must accompany the goods in
question prior to despatch to us.

If these requirements are not complied with our
Guarantee shall not apply and we shall be dis-
charged from all liability arising from the supply of
defective goods.

LIABILITY
We shall not be under any liability whether in con-
tract, or tort or otherwise and whether or not re-
sulting from our negligence or that of our employ-
ees, in respect of defects in goods supplied or for
any damage or loss resulting from such defects.

We shall not be under any liability for damage, loss
of expense resulting from failures to give advice or
information or giving the incorrect advice or infor-
mation whether or not due to our negligence or
that of our employees.

In no event shall any breach of contract on our part
or tort (including negligence) or failure of any time
on our part that of our employee give rise to liability

Red Loom (fuel injection)
Pin       Colour  SWG     Description                          Electrical parameter
1 White  0.5 0v  signal earth    50mA @ 12v
 White   0.3 0v  sensor earth (MAP Sensor)  50mA @ 12v
2 Not used (reserved for water injection)
3 Blue 0.3 0-5v pressure signal input
   (Map Sensor option)   1mA @5v
4 Not used (reserved for water injection)
5 Yellow 0.5 Engine speed signal input   12-300v AC
6 Red 0.5 +12v power input   5A @12v fused
 Red 0.5 +12v feed to injector    4.3A max.@ 90%
7 Orange 0.3 +5v supply to external sensors
   (MAP Sensor)    50mA DC max.
8 Black 0.5 0v power earth    5A maximum
9 Brown 0.5 injector driver output    5A maxmum
 
Blue loom (water injection)

Pin      Colour   SWG     Description                           Electrical parameter
1 White  0.3 0v  signal earth    80mA @ 12v
 White 0.3 0v  signal earth
   ( for MAP sensor, etc.)   80mA @ 12v
2 Grey 0.3 Water pressure sensing input/output 1mA / 30mA @12v 
3 Blue 0.3 0-5v pressure signal input  1mA @5v
4 Green 0.3 External fault lamp drive output  100mA maximum
5 Yellow 0.3 Engine speed signal input   12-300v AC
6 Red 0.5 +12v power input   5A @12v fused
 Red 0.3 +12v feed to water solenoid valve 1.3A max.@ 90%
 Red 0.3 +12v feed to fault lamp    100mA Maximum
7 Orange 0.3 +5v supply to external sensors  50mA DC max.
8 Black 0.5 0v power earth    5A maximum
9 Brown 0.3 Water solenoid valve driver output  5A maximum

Yellow loom (boost controller)
Pin       Colour  SWG     Description                          Electrical parameter
1 White  0.3 0v  signal earth  (MF2)   50mA @ 12v
 White 0.3 0v  signal earth  (control panel)
2 Not used (reserved for water injection)
3 Blue 0.3 0-5v pressure signal input  1mA @5v
4 Not used (reserved for water injection) 
5 Yellow 0.3 Engine speed signal input   12-300v AC
6 Red 0.5 +12v DC power input   5A @12v fused
 Red 0.3 +12v feed to solenoid valve  1.8A max.@ 90%
 Red 0.3 +12v feed to  Boost control panel 50mA DC max.
  7 Orange 0.3 +5v supply to external sensors  50mA DC max.
8 Black 0.5 0v power earth    5A maximum
9 Brown 0.3 3-way solenoid valve driver output  5A maxmum
 Brown 0.3 control panel red LED indicator  20mA maximum
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